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“What is an Area Event? And what resources are allocated to Area Events?”

INTRODUCTION
Last year in figuring out the cost of hosting the Pacific Northwest Conference (PNC), many questions came up on
funding things such as Spanish Interpretation, ASL interpretation, travel for Area Trusted Servants such as sound,
archives, Area Chair, etc. We passed two motions. One was for the Area to fund Spanish Interpretation anytime
Area 72 hosts PNC. The other was to fund ASL for 2022 for which we are hosting. Our Area Chair has
requested a discussion about what we label an Area Event and what resources do we as an Area provide to events
that we host. And as Area 72 continues to host events into the future such as PNC, PRAASA, and NAATW, it’s
important to eliminate confusion going forward.

BACKGROUND
There has been friendly disagreement among current and past Area 72 Trusted Servants regarding what
constitutes an Area Event. It is clear from the Handbook and history of past motions that the Area Assembly and
Area Quarterlies are Area Events. To a lesser degree are the Area Standing Committee Quarterlies. Also
considered Area Events, their funding is dependent on the hosting districts with Area providing travel for the
committee chairs. Our Pre-Conferences and Delegates Report would also fall into this category. Area covers only
delegate travel, copies, sound if needed, and one Spanish and one ASL event, if requested. Districts pays for
venue, flyers, and all other costs. Pre-Assemblies would also fall into this category; the Area covers Chair and
Alt-Chair costs. Other electeds are encouraged to attend but there is disagreement on funding of their travel costs.
GSR and DCM schools are the same. It is clear based on the record of approved motions that anything associated
with the above functions, to some extent, are part of the Area budget. Not so when it comes to Area 72’s
involvement in PRAASA and PNC.  There has even been disagreement whether we should even participate at all.

EXAMPLES
1. PNC. In 2015, the Area Assembly moved to “rejoin the Pacific Northwest Conference by participating in

the hosting rotation and financing the participation of the Delegate.” Motion 15.1. Although simple on its face, it
raises a number of questions not addressed in the motion. With the 2022 PNC, resources of time and money have
already been allocated to the event. Typically, the Area selects the host committee through the assembly of bids
submitted by a District or Districts. Conceptually the event should be self-supporting and the host committee
handles most matters, there are some additional requirements: 1.) the Area Chair is required to attend when the
Area hosts in order to chair the business meeting, 2.) typically a District or group of Districts share in the task of
hosting. Who confirms their selection as the host committee when we host PNC. Most recently, we as an Area
voted to confirm Vancouver for the conference. And our Alt-Chair spent time requesting bids from a number of
Districts. What resources than, will they need from Area? Will they need attendance by the Alt-Chair to attend
the planning meetings? And if so, does the Area fund the Alt-Chairs attendance at the planning meetings and then
the actual event? And should this job function be included in the Alt-Chair’s job description? What about the
sound system and an Area archives setup.

2. PRAASA. When we host PRAASA, these same issues are presented as in PNC above. Currently, Area
72 participates in PRAASA only funding the Delegates attendance per Motion 75.2. Conversely, in 1989 the
Assembly voted not to fund the Alternate Delegate’s attendance and in 2019 the Assembly voted not to cover our
electeds attendance at PRAASA. However, when we do host PRAASA, does the Area provided the same
participation and services as it will for PNC this year including sound, Area archives, Spanish interpretation and
ASL?

3. Other Events. Motion 19.3 approved the appointeds attending national workshops and conferences when
GSO participates. What happens when and if we host. It raises a number of questions, what is the protocol for
Area hosting any of these events, ever? Do we give them seed money or do we need a motion to give them seed
money? We recently hosted a National Technology AA Workshop. It ended up being virtual so a lot of these
questions didn’t come up. But what about when the opportunity arises for Area 72 hosting one of these events
in-person.



MOVING FORWARD
This topic is open for discussion. What are everyone’s thoughts? If you have any information you would like to
provide, please feel free to contact me at corrections@area72aa.org.
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